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  By SES Championship PRO - Joe O'Brien    The 2011 Dick Bailey Wexford Rally was a
watershed in the 

rallying lives of Shay Power and Johnny Rafter as the Kilkenny crew claimed the 2011 TRITON
SHOWERS South East Stages Rally Championship. Five crews went to the start line of the final
round in the sunny South East with a mathematical chance of winning the 2011 crown but it was
Windgap driver, partnered by his Threecastles navigator that took the spoils after a tough seven
event season that went right to the wire.    This was not Shay's first time to taste glory in the
series as the records show his name on the trophy back in 1992 when it was known as the
Foley Championship. The format hasn't changed a lot in the intervening years and neither has
Shay's choice of rally car , nineteen years ago he clenched the championship in a very
competitive 1348 cc Mk11 Escort.     He may have
somewhat more power to contend with at the wheel of his present Mk11 but the nature of the
man has changed ever so little in those years. A big man with a big heart who rallies for
pleasure, enjoyment and fun. He has and does actually move mountains for rallying either as
his business or to sort out a few bits of rough roads for the Carrick-on-Suir Willie Loughman
Memorial Forestry Rally.
 
 
The Mk11 rally car is a toy size wise and power wise compared to the earth moving equipment
that is the "normal" office for Shay. So his dexterity in manoeuvring such powerful machinery
puts the "flickability" of the MK2 in the pastime place.Whether is tarmac or forestry you can
depend on Shay to give it his all. He has had a few navigators this year as official duties have
prevented Johnny for being in the 'other' seat for every event.
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When things go wrong Shay is not one to get excited. When the mistake is his he ownes up andinstead of getting angry analyses what was wrong and the error is not repeated. This yearsRavens Rock had a stage next door to his home and a throttle cable broke, no big drama,"these things happen, nobody died and the car is in great shape for the next event". Hisdaughter Katie was more upset than Shay but such is the nature of the family she was upset forher Dad.    So to conclude A big hearted man won the big clubmans championship in 2011.That more competitors had his winning personal attitude motorsport sport would be a bettersporting arena. Congratulations and well done for all his long time admirers and the many morehe won over this year in winning the 2011 TRITON SHOWERS South East Stages RallyChampionship .    
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